Community Health Centers

**Team Charge:** To identify and act on opportunities for NCCRT to advance efforts to increase colorectal screening delivery within the community health center setting

*Jim Hotz, MD*
Reflecting on 2022 and Looking Ahead to 2023

IT IS 1933 AGAIN!

THE GOAL POSTS HAVE MOVED BACK 20% AND CHCs ARE KICKING IN BUFFALO!

UDS STARTS JAN 1, 2023 COUNTING 45 YO

20% INCREASE OF POPULATION SERVED AND MOST LIKELY TO BE UNINSURED AND NOT SEEING PRIMARY CARE YEARLY
Strategic Priority Team Themes

- Identifying the needs of communities and learning what will resources resonate
- Education: What does this look like for providers and staff and how do we learn from each other?
- Health Equity: Cultural considerations, messaging, language, and reaching all community members
- Continuing to create and cultivate partnerships within the community
- Identify needs and create materials that can be easily accessed and utilized by CHCs
Large Audacious Inspirational Goal

- Standardized reporting for health systems; could we create a free downloadable system?
- System or catalog that shows national, state, local funding that is available
- Train the trainer for clinical champions and CHC staff
- Create a series of training videos for each section of the Steps Guide, and plug them into a project ECHO
- Tools for negotiating low-cost colonoscopy procedures LINKS TO CARE
- Payer reform community health workers; Medicare or Medicaid to cover
- DEVELOP NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
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What Can This Group Do?

• Engage and learn from state roundtables working with CHCs
• Create a way to stay in communication and share best practices
• Partner around a shared idea
• ? Need for UDS GOALPOST SUMMIT